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Losing treble when you dial in a lower volume output using  

your guitar’s volume control is caused by the capacitance in 

your guitar cable.  Represented by capacitor * in the diagram 

above.  The bigger its capacitance value, the more treble that 

capacitance will short to ground. 

Some low cost guitar cables have very high capacitance.  So do 

some ‘Major Brand’ makes too!  So you cannot rely on the 

‘Brand Name’ to be a reliable indicator of the cable’s quality! 

Guitar cable capacitance is measured in ‘pF’ or Pico Farads.  A 

good quality ‘pro standard’ guitar cable will exhibit around 

90pF per metre of cable length… bad ones can be really high at 

around 300-400pF per metre!  So, a good 3 metre (108) cable 

will be about 270pF total capacitance for the whole cable.  The 

jack plugs will only add about 20pF to this… but that amount is 

insignificant to worry about. 

 

With bad cable, its total capacitance can be as high as 900pF 

to 1200pF.  This amount will be really no>ceable! 

You can start to hear the effect of the capacitance, with the 

guitar’s volume turned up fully, with around 500-1000pF  total 

cable capacitance.  But when you turn down the guitar’s 

volume control, you can hear the effects of the capacitance 

much earlier… the sound will become ‘muffled’ or ‘darker’ a 

lot quicker.  It is also possible for the guitar’s volume level to  

fall away much earlier too.   

This is all perfectly normal and is a sure sign that your guitar 

cables are pre�y low grade! 

However, some players like the affect these cables have on 

their guitar’s tone!  They say it gives a much more ‘mellow’ or 

‘warmer’ tone... but for me, I’d rather create that ‘mellow’ 

tone using my guitar’s TONE control instead!  That way, I 

always have maximum treble available for when I need it!  

Common sense really? 

 

Some players say that their guitar cables alter the amount of 

bass going to the amp… but I have to say, from a technical 

standpoint, this tonal effect is really not possible!  Cables 

cannot be ‘direc!onal’ either!  And lastly, guitar cables cannot 

‘slow down’ the signal either… electrons travel at 186,000 

miles per second.  Even if cables reduced the speed by 50%, 

you’d s!ll never hear it… and of course the guitar’s pitch would 

be an octave lower too! 

There are fixes available to compensate for this capacitance 

problem… which some players love and others hate… but 

that’s another document! 

 

For more tricks & >ps, visit:  

www.Award-Session.com/geartalk.html 
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